The 2021 Ohio Wesleyan Programming Contest was held remotely on the Kattis system. Here are the questions we used:

Problem A: Air Conditioned Minions (https://open.kattis.com/problems/airconditioned)
Problem B: Alphabet (https://open.kattis.com/problems/alphabet)
Problem C: Erratic Ants (https://open.kattis.com/problems/erraticants)
Problem D: Fire (https://open.kattis.com/problems/fire2)
Problem E: Odd Man Out (https://open.kattis.com/problems/oddm outnumber)
Problem G: Poker Hand (https://open.kattis.com/problems/pokerhand)
Problem H: Pharmacy (https://open.kattis.com/problems/pokerhand)
Problem I: Rounded Buttons (https://open.kattis.com/problems/roundedbuttons)
Problem J: Take Two Stones (https://open.kattis.com/problems/two stones)